WORSHIP THEME
Love is More Than Words
This week in worship we started a block of learning on Love
and we thought about the different ways that we can love
one another from our family, to our friends and to the world
in which we live. We started by reading a favourite story of
mine, ‘Guess How Much I Love You’. We reflected on how
lovely it is to be told that you are loved, but that love is
more than words. We show our love for each other in the
little things that we do when we care for each other. The
children thought about all the things that the people who
care for them do to show how their love and how they
could show their love for each other.

WELCOME BACK
Happy New Year to all of you. I hope that 2019 is a
kind year to all of you and that it has many happy
times in it.
It has been lovely to welcome all of the children
back after the Christmas holidays. They have all
returned with a positive attitude to their learning and
have settled back to school well.
LEARNING TO LEARN DAY
We started the term back with a Learning to Learn
Day that helps the children to focus on key skills that
support them to learn across all of the subjects. The
focus of this Learning to Learn Day was not giving up
before you start.
We started in worship with Mrs Harvey sharing her
new Roller Blades that she got for Christmas. She was
very upset because it was such a silly gift as she can’t
roller blade and would just get hurt if she tried. The
children persuaded her to try because if she didn’t try
she would never learn. Lots of children also offered to
help her learn and gave her some little steps to take
to help her learn.
The children were given some challenging tasks to try
including a Lego Masters type challenge, learning to
sing opera, mastering origami and challenging semicolons and algebra for Year 6. The children found out
that even if is was tough they could make progress
by having a go and helping each other.

LEARNING UDPDATE
On my Learning Walk last week I was really
impressed with the children’s engagement with their
learning and their learning behaviour. The children
were enthusiastic to share their learning, were
challenging themselves and working hard. This was
lovely to see.
I also took the opportunity to look in a selection of
the children’s maths and English books whilst visiting
the classrooms. I was very impressed with what I saw
in a lot of the children’s books. I could see lots of
progress since the beginning of the year in the
children’s maths books and all of the children have
now started their Maths Learning Journals. These are
really developing and the children are able to show
what they have learnt and their understanding. Some
children are really seeing this as an opportunity to
show off their learning which provides the teachers
with lots of assessment information.
SUPPORTING CHILDREN AT HOME
Teachers and myself are often asked what is the best
way to support children with their learning at home.
One of the things that we always say is reading with
your child, and we do ask that you read with your
child, or discuss your child’s independent reading
with them five times a week. Reading has a huge
impact on the children’s learning across the whole
curriculum. I thought I would share this piece of
research as it shows just what a huge impact reading
has on a child’s success in learning.
Please continue to support your child with reading at
home to give your child the best chance of doing
well at school.
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